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 ا���ِ���ِ َِِ ا���ْ 
 ا���ِ���ِ �ِْ�ِ� ا��َِِ ا���ْ 
 ا���ِ���ِ �ِْ�ِ� ا��َِِ ا���ْ 
 ا���ِ���ِ �ِْ�ِ� ا��َِِ ا���ْ  �ِْ�ِ� ا��

 َ�
�
 آِ�ِ وَ َ��

َ
ٍ� وَ َ� ��َ�ُ �َ��ِِ�ّ�َ 

َ
�َ وَ َ �� َ�

�
 آِ�ِ وَ َ��

َ
ٍ� وَ َ� ��َ�ُ �َ��ِِ�ّ�َ 

َ
�َ وَ َ �� َ�

�
 آِ�ِ وَ َ��

َ
ٍ� وَ َ� ��َ�ُ �َ��ِِ�ّ�َ 

َ
�َ وَ َ �� َ�

�
 آِ�ِ وَ َ��

َ
ٍ� وَ َ� ��َ�ُ �َ��ِِ�ّ�َ 

َ
    وَ َ �� َ�

 
ُ

ل و�
َ
 ا&َ%ْ$ُ# ا"

ُ
ل و�

َ
 ا&َ%ْ$ُ# ا"

ُ
ل و�

َ
 ا&َ%ْ$ُ# ا"

ُ
ل و�

َ
    ا&َ%ْ$ُ# ا"

)َ�اً  
َ
) ً�ِْ� دَا*ِ�

ّ
� رَبِّ َ ّ#ِ وَ َ��َ.۞   ِ�0ِِ

ّ
4ِْ# ا2ِْ�َ3 1ُ

َ
6ِِّ وَ أ

 ا�7
َ

�َ  
O My Lord send blessing and peace, always and forever  

On the Prophet and his household, all of them 

4ِْ# ا2ْ�َ3ِ 
َ
ِ� أ

8
9:ََ; 
ْ<ِ

َ

 Aَّ@ِ.َ�ِ )ََ?�2َْ دَ>ْ   ۞اَ<َ�مِ  وَ  أِْ. ��Bَا 

َ
�َ ً�C  

Is it from remembering the sacred Ahl al-Bayt 

That you cry, tears flowing like streams down the cheeks 

  Dًَ3ِ�Eَ ِب�Fَ�ْ
َ ْ
Gِ� ُوح مْ 2ِ�I�َ ا��8

َ
�0ِِJ�ْKُِ( LMَِْ   ۞أ

َ
N ْOَِ& ِل��َPَ4َْ# ا�

َ
أ  

Or the longing of the soul seeking the beloveds 

The people of perfection, in order to achieve a share of their nearness 

  �ْ0ُ
َ
� ِQّRِ�ُ

ْ
�)Dَُ ِ ْ�قٍ �ِ�Tَِإ �ْCَVَ۞   ِ�0ِWِXْFُِ( �ْYُ

ْ
Zَ. 
 Tََ]ابَ �َِ�ْ

َ
وَ \  

Yes! Is the truthful response, for the one who loves them 

There is no answer for the one who commands to hating them 

  �ْ0ِِ( 2َ
ْ
�Xِ]ُ ِْحٌ إن�IَTُ َ̀ ْ�َ�aَ ��َbَ۞   ِ�Cَِّ7ا �ِMَcْ

َ

 أْ<ِ Dٌ�َCِْ� �ْ0ُ8FRَُd  

There is no harm if you busy yourself with them 

Because love of them is a blessing from the greatest of blessings 

 �Q>ُن� ا
َ
وْقِ وَ ا<َِ?�ِ   ۞َ>Dٌ$َKَْI   اَ Qُ�َْeَ ا&8�Xِ أ �f4ِْ# ا

َ
"ِ 

�
� اُ<8Q إِ\<َ  

Do the deluded consider love deficient 

Love is only for the people of ‘taste’ and discernment 
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  �<َ gُ�َ�ْ
َ
2ُ�ْ أ

َ
� hِ�ْ�َُ; 

َ
\ iِِ*

َ
\ �َ.۞   ِ�0ِِ�ّ�َ [َْ

َ
j �ِ�ِk�َ ْوَا;ُْ�ك ِm�Kِ

ْ
�ُ;  

O’ my accuser do not blame me, I will not listen 

Nor receive it, so leave my way towards their vicinity 

  2ْ�َِ�Tُ �ي noِ وَ َ> َoَ � 4ُُ�]ا َ>
َ

\ [ْ
َ
�۞   �ُqُ ِ�0ِِFُّrِ 

�
دَي إِ\ 4ِْ# ا���

َ
]بُ أ  

If not for them, the secret would not have emanated and 

The hearts of the people of ruin are not polished except by their love  

بٌ  
َ
0ُْ� وَ أ

َ
� n�Tَ sَtَ$ْ�ُوَ ا� uَْ�Pََd۞   ِ4 ِ�َّvِ ِْم�wْ

َ
� أIَRُ�ِx�$َYُ �ْ4ُ َو ِ�  

How can it not be and al-Mustafa is their grandfather and father 

And they are our lamps, honored by their grandfather 

  �ْ0ُyَ�Fَ�َ 6ِ
ْ
�َq zِ ُ ْ}2َFَ ا��

َ

َ   ۞وَ (<ِ [Jُ�َْ; 

ْ
ْ� ;ََ|ل

َ
� �0َ�Vِ}َd  َِِ�مK&ا  

Allah established in my heart their love 

Indeed, it has been growing from pre-eternity 

Rَُ�ْ~ِ )ََ�ا  
ْ
�ِ� ِ6ّRَُd �ِ��كَ َ�َ;

َ
)۞   ِ�َ�Cَ&Aَ ِا�0ُ�ْ�َ]ر 
ِ�َRَ

ْ
َ:اكَ �ِ�

َ
9  

My state has come to you therefore my love of Husayn as appeared 

Likewise for Hasan, who is famous like the standard 

  Dٍ�َEِ�َd ��{ُ ٍّ �مِ َ�ِ<َ ِ
ْ


 �0ِِIْ��َ�ُِ   ۞وَ �ِ�ْ<ِ 
وَ زQٍIَْ�َ ُ}�� زَ�ٍْ  

And for Imam Ali then Fatimah 

And Zaynab1 then Zayn2 from their Husayn3 

  �0َ� Wَْdٌ# وَ َ�ّ�َِ�ِ
َ
� 
ْ<َ ِmِy�ْ

ُ
ِ� ذَاتِ   ۞وَ أ

ْ
�Cِ&ا ِD�َ�ِ%َ�ِ� وَ ا�  

ْ
Pََ�مِ ا<ِ�  

And his sister, possessor of virtue, my Lady 

Nafisa4 possessor of knowledge, clemency and nobility 

 
1 Zaynab bint ‘Ali bin Abi Talib 
2 ‘Ali Zayn al-’Abidin bin al-Husayn bin ‘Ali bin Abi Talib 
3 Husayn bin ‘Ali bin Abi Talib 
4 Nafisa bint Hasan al-Anwar bin Zayd al-Ablaj bin al-Hasan bin ‘Ali bin Abi Talib 
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  �0َyُ��ِ|Yَ 2ْ�َMُcَ 
َ:اكَ 6ّ�ُِ �َِ�ْ
َ
0َ� F�ٌَْ� وَ ز4�ِْ�َِ�ِ   ۞9

َ
� 
ْ<َ Dٍَ��ِ�َ  

Likewise, my love for the one of the greatest merit 

Khadija5 who has precedence overall, and their Zayd6 

  Dٍ<َ�ُ
ْ
P�َِ� 

َ
\�َ� �ٍِq�َ( �ٍ%َCْTَ َ�0ِِ   ۞وaِ[�ُ�ُ 
�ءَتْ ِ>ْTَ ِ وَ رَْDَُ ا��  

And Ja’far7 and Baqir8 they obtained nobility 

And the mercy of Allah, came due to their humility 

ِ� y�َْ�ُ]4ُْ� وَ �َ 
ْ
�Cِ&ا DُIَْ�Pَ�ُ ِ *  Dٌ�َ۞   َِ�مKَ&ا 

َ
�Yُ]ا َ�َq 
�َْ]رٌ وَ �َِ�ْ

َ
وَ (  

Sukayna9, possessor of knowledge, follows them and Aisha10 

And Anwar11 and those who stood on their feet (in prayer) 

ِ� Xَbَ �ْ0ُ�F�َُ�ا  
َ
� إِ�َ. hِyَWْ��َ۞   ِ�ِ4ِ�

ْ
�:ِِ( �َْ�ُ ً�$ِ�ْ�ُ �ْ0ُ

َ
� 6ِ

ْ
�َq  

O my God, You have made their love pure for me 

So, my heart became solely for them, polished by their mention  

 ِ
ّ

�ً  إِ�F�َِ�ْ�ُ ِ ��ِ �ْ0ُ
َ
� nQِ�ُ ۞   ِ�ِ4ِ�ْXَِ& #ٍْ�<َ 

َ
�ِ( �� دُْ>2ُ َ���<َ  

I am certainly their lover, for the sake of Allah, expecting [reward] 

As long as I live, I will never incline to other than them  

 

 

 

 

 

 
5 Our mother Khadija bit Khuwaylid 
6 Zayd bin Harith 
7 Ja’far as-Sadiq bin Muhammad bin ‘Ali bin al-Husayn bin ‘Ali bin Abi Talib 
8 Muhammad al-Baqir bin ‘Ali bin al-Husayn bin ‘Ali bin Abi Talib 
9 Sukayna bint al-Husayn bin ‘Ali bin Abi Talib 
10 Aisha bint Ja’far bin Muhammad bin ‘Ali bin al-Husayn bin ‘Ali bin Abi Talib 
11 Hasan al-Anwar bin Zayd bin al-Hasan bin ‘Ali bin Abi Talib 
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�ِ� ا�َ ا�َ ا�َ ا�َ ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#   �ِ� �ِ� �ِ�     

�نِ zِ َ>ْ�حِ آلِ  zِ َ>ْ�حِ آلِ  zِ َ>ْ�حِ آلِ  zِ َ>ْ�حِ آلِ  َ��ْCَ&ا ِ ّ6ِ
�نِ 2ِْ�xَ ا�7َ��ْCَ&ا ِ ّ6ِ
�نِ 2ِْ�xَ ا�7َ��ْCَ&ا ِ ّ6ِ
�نِ 2ِْ�xَ ا�7َ��ْCَ&ا ِ ّ6ِ
2ِْ�xَ ا�7     

  �ْ4ُ�َ ِ�َq َء�Tَ Qٍ�ِF�َ ��ُ �ِن}َd۞   ِ�Wَُ. �ْ
َ
� ِ ���َ; �ْ0ُ

َ
� ��F�ُ ِ ��ِ  

Indeed, every beloved that comes intending them 

Loving them for the sake of Allah, by Allah will not be harmed 

 
َ ْ
Gِ� Qُ

ْ
�Kَ&ا �ََ��ْ

َ
ْ] أ

َ
�  2ْ�َKَِ( ��بِ َ>Fَ�ْ۞   ِ�َ� 8M&رِ وَ ا��َ�ْ

َ ْ
"�m�ِbِ ا�]ََ��وسُِ )ِ  

If the heart is exclusive for the beloveds, there will not remain 

whispering of otherness and darkness  

  �ْ0ِِyaَ�tَِ( �ِ 
ْ<َ �ْ0ُ
َ
� ٍQُّrِ �ِ 
ْ<َ۞   ِ�Kَ�َ 
ْ<ِ Qَ

ْ
�Kَ&َُ�اويِ ا. #ٍ َْ[ِ( �ِ 
ْ<َ  

Who is with me in loving them, who is with me in obeying them 

Who is with me with a connection which treats the heart of its sickness 

زمِِ اُ<�Q وَا�ْ 
َ

�َd  ِmِIEِا[َYَ zِ 
ْ?ُ۞   ِ�0ِِ� َْ[ِ( LMَْ
َ

N 4ِْ# ا�0َُ�ي
َ
"ِ �ْ0َVْوَ ا  

Love is necessary and reside in its homelands 

And rush to the people of guidance and obtain connection to them 

0َ� رَّ�ِ إذَِا د2َْ��ََ  Rُِ�$ُْ. �ُ%ْ�7مِْ )َِ�ار4ِِ�ِ   ۞وَ ا�wْ
َ
4ِْ# ا�ّ�َِ�� أ

َ
zِ دَارِ أ  

My Lord, rectifies the spirit when it enters 

The abode of the people of Divine Pleasure. How noble is their abode 

  
َ

�ِ�ِ� وَ \ �t&ءِ ا[�ُ 
ْcَ َ̀ �ِ%َْ7ِ 
ْ

�ْ فَِd۞   َ� 
َ

�ِ( �0َْ� وَ َ�دِ.0َ
َ


 إِ¡ْwَْ�َ; ِ�َ�  

Turn your spirit away from the evil path and do not 

trust it and oppose it without peace 

  �0َ� وَ اzِ �ْ0ِyَTْ َ ْفِ َ0َِ;[َ0ْ]aَُِ�مِ   ۞وَرَا; �ْ
َ
0ََ]اتُ � ����َd ِ�

ْ
9ِfّمِْ وَ ا[ �$��ِ(  

Control it and struggle to leave its passions 

With fasting and dhikr, the passions will not remain 
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  2ْ%َ�ِ
ُ
9 �ْwَ َامٌ و ]مِْ َ ]� �$��ِ( 

َ
�لَ� �ْwَ۞   ِاُ<ُ�م zِ َم�َq �ٍْFCَِ& Qٍْ��َ ُار َoْ

َ
أ  

How much have the fasters obtained by fasting and how many 

Secrets of the unseen are unveiled to the servant who stands in the Sanctuary 

  DٌPََ�0ْYَ َ¢ْPِإنِ� ا� َ 8¢Pَ�£وَ اْ�َ¤ ا۞   ِ�Kَ
8

 ا��َ<ِ gْFَ�َْ¥ 

َ
\ 
َtَْ3ا ¦ِِ

ّ
وَ §َ�  

Fear arrogance, indeed, arrogance is destructive 

Take a third of the stomach and do not be satiated from food 

 ْ%yَ�ْوَ ا ِmٰ©َªِا ِQّ�ُ zِ gَ<ْ �0ِِِ   ۞وَ zِ   ِ�غِ ا@�
ّ
6ِِّ وَ Qّ�ُِ ا¬لِ 1ُ

Qّ�ُِ ا�7  

Empty out the tears in love of the Divine and  

In love of the Prophet and love of the Family, all of them 


 Eُُ�قٍ  ْcَ َوك َ� إنِْ َ �8
ْ
�Bَا uِِ&��ُ   ۞وَ َ�

َ
� َ �َ̀ وَ اْ�َ:رْ gَ�ِْ[Yَ ا0َِ( ِ�0َ8£  

Oppose the creation if they block you from the paths 

By which is your reformation and avoid places of blame 

  
ً
\َِCْ<ُ ِس�)َ�اً zِ ا�7

َ
) gْtُِ; 

َ
4ِْ# اّ@ِ.ِ
 وَ ا<َِ?ِ�  ۞وَ \

َ
Zِ( ًَ�ْ�ا �
وَ ُ®  

Do not ever obey the rationalists12 among the people  

And have a good opinion of the people of religion and wisdom 

  DًMَaِْ[Yَ 2ُ<ْ ��َq �َْq ِ Xْyَ�ِْ%ُ� ا��
َ
 ;َُ�   ۞أ

َ
Qْ وَ \ َ̄ aْ�َd ً�MِC�y<ُ 2ُ�ْ

َ
ِ� وَ �  

I seek forgiveness of Allah and have presented admonition 

While I have not taken it. Wonder but do not blame 

 َY
َ
  أ

َ
 وَ \

ُ
qُ]ل

َ
� أ<َ gْ�َ�ْ�َd َ�ْBَا َ̀ ُ;�ْ۞   ِ��َXُ

ْ
�ِ� َ̀ �دَ;َْ�;َُ]اdِِ� ا�7ْ%َ� إنِْ   

I have commanded you with good, so listen to what I say and do not 

Consent to the spirit if it calls you to anxiety 

 

 
12 Mu’tazili 
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  ِm�ِِ��َ°َ zِ �ِْ�Tْوَ ا �َ
ْ
�Cِ&زمِِ ا

َ
�مِ ا�َ��لِ وَ ا�7   ۞وَ \tَُrِ #ِْXyَ�َْ¥ 

َ
\ ِ�Cَ  

And cling to knowledge and sit in its gatherings 

Do not busy yourself with the rubble of wealth and luxuries 
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 ¦ُِ&�    ا&َ%ْ$ُ# ا�َ�&ُِ¦ ا&َ%ْ$ُ# ا�َ�&ُِ¦ ا&َ%ْ$ُ# ا�َ�&ُِ¦ ا&َ%ْ$ُ# ا�َ

 ِ¦ِ*�FَBَا 
<ِ 
َ��ِ �0tَ�ُْ�حِ ا�<َ zِ ِ¦ِ*�FَBَا 
<ِ 
َ��ِ �0tَ�ُْ�حِ ا�<َ zِ ِ¦ِ*�FَBَا 
<ِ 
َ��ِ �0tَ�ُْ�حِ ا�<َ zِ ِ¦ِ*�FَBَا 
<ِ 
َ��ِ �0tَ�ُْ�حِ ا�<َ zِ    

تِ زَا*َِ�ةً  
ْ
Zَ; �ْ

َ
4ِْ# ا�0َُ�ي وَ ا87]رِ وَ ا�Vَ 2ُ�َْ�®َ۞   ِ��َ0ِْ%²ِ إذِْ �

َ
³َ�ِ أ

َ́  

I have oppressed my self since I did not visit 

The resting place of the people of guidance, light, and aspirations 

ْ�َ��ءَهُ وَ Eََ]ي  
َ
4ُُ�]ا أ 8�Tَ ��]َ َءَةَ ا<َِ?�ِ   ۞و[ُ��ْYَ Dً َ̄ 0ْYُ ي[َ �t&ا 

َ
�َ  

Their grandfather tied his waistband and folded 

It on an empty stomach, whose core is filled with wisdom 

  Qِ4َ �f�رضِْ )ِ
َ
َْ�� .َ   ۞وَ رَاوَد�Yُ �ْ0ُ�َُْ]كُ ا"�

َ
9 ِ�ِ4ِ�Yْ

َ
"ِ 

ً
�ْ[Eَ �ْ0ُ

َ
�ُ]ا �[?ُ  

The kings of the Earth tried to tempt them with gold 

That they may be obedient to their command 

  Dٍ�َ$ِCْ<َ ِ
ّ�ُ zِ �ْ4ُ�َYْ

َ
�&َُ%]ا أ·ََd۞   ِم

َ
Z�َ 

َ
ٍ| وَ \ ْ̄ aَ 

َ
�4َُ�و4ُْ� )ِ�Tَ َو  

They rejected their command in every act of disobedience 

And they struggled insistently without weariness 

  mُyُ�َ�]ِ �ُ
ْ

 وَ ا<ِ�ٍ�َ�َ zِ ُ¢ْ �$��َd۞   ِ�0ِ�ِْ�Tَ ³ِ

ْ
� ُ 
� Tَ �َْqَ�ي ِ>ْ<َ َ̀ �%ِ?َْ.  

Patience and clemency in Hasan is his natural disposition 

What has come regarding his reconciling between armies suffices you  

َ�� وَرَدَتْ  
َ
9 2ْ ���َ �َْq Dُdَ

َ
�ِBا ِmِ(۞   ِ
aَ  ِ�0ِ�ِ

ْ
P�ُ �َCْxَ 2َْ&ا6ِ�7 وَ زَا  

The Caliphate ended with him as narrated 

From the Prophet and it ceased after their rule 

 zِ DَKَ�ِ�Bَقَ ا�َd  َ�اXَbَ ِm<ِ��.
َ
) ۞   ِ�0ِِ

ّ
��mُ َ��َْ�رٌ zِ ا�7�سِ 1ُ

َ
¸
َ
9  

He excelled the creation in his days, and he came 

As if a lion among men, all of them 
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  ً�d َ¹َ ُ
َ

� Qْ�ُْºوَ ا #ٌ�َْ�Yُ mُ��
َ
�Yَِ   ۞دَعْ (

ُ
ِ� وَ ا"

ْ
�Bَا ِ�ْ�َ 
َxْا �َ. ُ

َ
� #ْqُ َو  

Leave [the idea] that he was sent [as a messenger] and establish for him nobility 

And say to him, O son of the best of creation and nations 

�بَ وَاردُِهُ  Eَ ¼ٍ
ْ
�aِ �ُْrَ mُ��ِ}َd۞   َِ�م

َ
9 
ٍ¼ وَ ِ>ْ

ْ
�aِ 
�سِ ِ>ْ�I

ْ
�دَ �ِ�Tَ �ْwَ  

He is an ocean of knowledge, wonderful is his arrival 

How generous he was to people in his knowledge and honor 

  �َ�
 َ>ْ�حِ َ�ّ�ِِ�ْ<ِ mُyُ
ْ
�qُ �
 ِ[َ��ِ   ۞وَ 8�ُ َ>ْ<ِ ِm�ِb � ��Yِ �ُCَْ3ا mُ��ِ}َd  

Everything I have said in the praise of our master 

It is but some of what he possesses of character 

  mُ�ُ�ِْeَ َنAَ �َْq sَtَ$ْ�ُا� �Iَ8�ِkَ�وَ Aَنَ ¾Qِِ�ّEَ mُCُ�ِ�ُْ ا�َ½ِ�ِ   ۞  

Our Prophet, al-Mustafa, would carry him 

And would make him hear pure speech 

 َ
َ

Fِْ¿ اُ<َ�ْ~ِ 7 Dُ ا�ّ�ِ �$ِq َْ�ت �w
َ
�  وَ أ۞   ِ�َ�Kَ&حِ وَ ا[ْ

�
َ©mِٰ ا�� ِªِ mُ َ

َ
إِْ��  

The story of the grandson, al-Husayn, is assured for us 

His sincerity to the God of the Tablet and the Pen 

  2ْPَyَ4َ �<َ �َCْxَ ًة��َ�َ Àَْ�َ. uَْ�
َ
ِ Aَُ<َ�مِ   ۞وَ 9 عَ ا�� �رَةِ ¹َْ<َªِ4ُْ# ا

َ
أ  

How can he be pleased with life after  

The monarchy dishonored the Shari’a of Allah like women 

  Dٍ�َEِ�َd 
ُxْهُ وَ 4َُ] ا 8�Tَ �ٌ ��َ�ُ۞  ِ< DٌCَWَْ( mُ�ُ ْ
َ
�Qِ�ِ ا&�Cََِ�  وَ أ َ 
ْ  

Muhammad is his grandfather, and he is the son of Fatima 

His origin is a piece of the possessor of banner 

  mُyُcَ� َ̄ ِي َ®0ََ�تْ َ[
�

f4َُ] اُ<َ�ْ~ُ ا۞   ِ�ُ�َ. �ْ
َ
ْ� ¾َْ�َ·ْ¿ وَ �

َ
� وَ �Kً�َ ِ ��ِ  

He is al-Husayn, the one whose bravery is manifest  

For the sake of Allah, in reality, and he did not anger or blame 
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  �ْ
َ
�&Cَ|مِْ ا&Kَ]ِيِّ وَ �ِ( ِ  ا��

َ
�0ِِِ   ۞دََ� إِ�

ّ
1ُ �ِ

ْ
�Bَا ِ�ْ�َ DَKَ�ِ�Eَ ُْكÁَْ.  

He asked Allah for strong determination and did not 

Leave the path of the best of all of creation 

 �K�َ 0ُْ� َ[0ُِ�وا
8
ُ  وَ 1ُ

َ
ن� �

َ
Zِ( �۞   ِ�KُÂَ �ْ

َ
� 
ن� اّ@ِ.َ

َ
0َ�دَ ِ"Ãِ4ََ:ا ا  

They all witnessed the reality, that for him 

This Jihad was because the Din had not been established 

  ِmِy%َÄَْ[ِ� ي[َaْ 
 ا@�ِaَ َن[%ُِq4ِ�ِ   ۞وَ وَا ِ�َّvِ � �K�َ ا[ْaَ�ََd �ََد �Å�َ  

And refrained from claims due to his stance 

Until he called, so they called to the truth by their grandfather 

  ِmKِِ&�َBِ ي[َaْ �@��مَ )َِq ِي
�

f0َُ] اbَ۞   ِ�0ِِ�Cْ�َِ� ِْم�wْ
َ

 رَُ�]ا أَ.ِ

�
fا gَ<َ  

He is the one who established the call to his Creator 

Along with those who are pleased, so they are honored by their striving 

  �َ�
 Mُ�ُ]ظِ ا%ْ�7ِ� َ�ّ�ُِ�ْcَ ُه�ÇَYُ۞   َِ�مPَذيِ ا� ِ  .Èَ Éِyَْkَْ�َ وmTَِْ ا��
َ

\  

Our master is exalted above the apportionment of ego 

He only seeks the Countenance of Allah, Possessor of Honor 

  2َْ�Êَyَ<ْا ُ
َ

� ً�مِ   ۞وَ اQْ�ُْº إِٰ� ا�ُ�ْ$sَtَ ذَا;
َ
Z 
 إِٰ� ا���ْwَْ�َ; �ْ

َ
Yَْ� اmٰ©َªِِ وَ �

َ
أ  

Connected to al-Mustafa in essence obeying 

The command of the Divine and does not resort to weariness 

Aَ ِ~ْ�َ�ُ ��Tَ ۞   ِ�?َRَنَ d  �ْ4ُُ¢ِْËَُ{نِ� 
ْ
�ِ� �ُ?ْ>ُ�َd َ�يTَ ��َ�ِb �ِYْ

َ
"�ِ(  

Indeed the grandfather of Husayn has informed them 

Of the affair, regarding that which will come, so judgement belongs to the Judge 

  2َْ�|ِ�َ �ْKَbَ ا:َٰÌَ �َْ|نُ .َ
َ

N 2َْI
ُ
9 [ْ

َ
�۞   ِ� َ̄ aَ 

 �aُبٍْ وَ ِ>ْْ<ِ ِD�FRَ�َ4ُْ# ا�

َ
أ  

O poor soul, if you grieve, surely, they grieve 

 the people of love, from the Arabs and non-Arabs 
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  Dٌ�َِ9�رضَْ )َ
َ
d OِْF�َ 2َْIَ{نِ� ا"

ُ
وْ 9

َ
gَ<َ ِ�Yَ ا���   ۞أ

ُ

 أْ<ِ �
0ِ�ِb �َ��ءِ وَ َ>  

If you cry, indeed the Earth cries 

Along with the sky and every community in them 

  #ٌ�َ�ِ �ْ0ُ
َ
� gْ%َْI�َ �َْ�َd َ�دِي

َ
Íَْ ا"

َ

 Vُُ%]�0ِ�ِِ   ۞أْcَ ا[

8
�Wََd ِ~ْ�َ>ُا �ُXْxُ  

The enemies were incapacitated, and their stratagems did not benefit them 

(by) Hatred of al-Husayn they have deluded their own selves   

  �ِْ4�ِِ�ّ�َ #ِْyÄَ zِ �ْ0ُyُ �$ِq ِت
ْ
Zَ; �ْ

َ
�۞   ِ�

َ
�
َ
�8]ا ِ>ْ
 ا"

َ
 وَ 8�ُ ا�َ]رَي (

�
إِ\  

Their story isn’t told regarding the killing of their master 

Except every creature cries out from the pain 

  ِmِ;َر�Wََ� zِ ِ~ْ�َ�ُ َنAَ �ِ�ْ ���Aَ۞   ِ�َ� 8M&ا zِ ِْ�آنKُ�ِ� ِوَة
َ


 ا£ِّ�َ<ِ  

Husayn was like the Sun in his radiance 

From the recitation of the Quran in the night 

  
ْ<َ gُ�ِْ[Yَ ُر�)mُWُِXْ وَ ا�7
ُ
) uَْ�

َ

 �0ِWِXْxُ �ِCْxَِ   ۞وَ 9ْ<ِ �ٌَ;

َ
) ِmِF

ْ
�َq zِ  

How can I hate him, while the fire is a place for the one 

In whose heart is even a trace of hatred of them 

  Dٍ�َEِ�َd 
ُxْلِ 4ََ:ا ا[ْKَ&ا Îَُ�ْF�َbَ۞   َِِ�مq 
َ��ءُ ِ>ْ
ْ
�Cَ&ا ُ

َ
� ِّ6ِ

)2ِْIِ ا�7  

The extent of these words is: He is the son of Fatima 

The daughter of the Prophet, possessing loftiness from pre-eternity 

 ُÏُْIcُ َب�Eَ uٍ�ِ¹َ 
ْ<ِ ِmِ( ِْم�wْ
َ
�مَ )ِ�َ<َ�مِ   ۞هُ  أَq ِ~ْ�َ�ُ 
ْ<ِ ِmِ( ِْم�wْ

َ
أ  

Honored by his nobility and purity of his constitution 

Honor is from Husayn standing in the Haram 

  mُyُCَ
ْ
�Eَ ِ3َْ�رAَ #َْ( ِ�4ِْ وَ ا�َ]رْد�|�Aَ۞   ِ��َ>َ�مٌ .َُ�ي إنِْ َ��رَ )ِ

َ
�®َ 

َ
�َd  

Like the flower and the rose, rather like the full moon in his appearance 

There is no darkness seen when he travels with his entourage 
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  ُ
َ

�مِ �Kَ�َ4ََ:ا ا� zِ [َ4ُ َو mُ��
َ
¸
َ
9۞   ِ�MَِC&ا 
َ<ِ ~ٌِ.

َ
�Yَ ِد[IُÃُا 
َ<ِ  

As if in this station there are with him  

millions of soldiers in greatness 

  �َ��رُ َ�ّ�ُِ�yَ·ْ�ُا� �َُْ
َ
َ�� أ�V

َ
¸
َ
9۞   ِ�ِIyَ�ْ�َd Qِ

ْ
�Kَ

ْ
Iaَِْ� اُ<َ�ْ~ِ .َُ�ي �ِ�  

As though Ahmad, al-Mukhtar, our master 

Is with al-Husayn, seen with the heart, so take advantage 

  �ِْ4�ِ0َ�ْYَ #ُْÊ<ِ ٌر[ُ� ِm�ِb �ٌ0َ�ْYَ 
َ

\۞   ِ�ِ4ِّ|Cِ
َ
9 |ٌaِ �ْ0ُ

َ
 �Yُُ]كٌ �

َ
وَ \  

There is no resting place that has light like their resting place 

And no king has honor like their honor 
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ِ ا��َ ا��َ ا��َ ا��َ ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#   ِ ا) ِ ا) ِ ا) g g g g ا)     

  �ِْ4ِ�PِْI�ُِ� 
ً
�Wَْd �ْ4ُ�ُ ِ̄ �ْYَ َن�َ(

َ
]Ðِaَْ وَ ا<َِ?�ِ    ۞(

ْ
��ِ( ¼ٍِ*�َq 
ْ<ِ ِm�ِb �ْwَ  

Their masjid is clear in superiority for those who reject them 

How many stand and give admonition and wisdom in them 

  �Iَ4ُ ِ~ْ�َ>ُا �َ�
َ

\[ْYَ ِm�ِb �َ
َ

 وَاQِِ4 ا�Cَِّ7ِ   ۞.َ]مٌْ (ْ<ِ Dٌ�َCِْ� �َ

َ
7 �ٌ�cِ  

The day when our master al-Husayn came there 

Was an Eid for us, a blessing from the Granter of blessings 

  mُCَُÑْ
َ
ُ�هُ وَ ا�Pَْ]نُ أ ِ̄ �ْYَ َت�رٌ   ۞وَ )َ �[Iَ<ُ  ِ�َ�Cَ&ُ�ومِ ا�َ�ّ�ِِ� اKُِ(  

His masjid is established and the entire Cosmos 

Is enlightened by the coming of the eminent Sayyid 

  mَُ�ِ;�َq ِÒْ>َْ�قُِ .َ]مَْ ا
ُ

N ُر�ِ وَ ا�Kَِّ7ِ   ۞وَ ا�7
ّ

ل 8f�ِ( Óُِر �َْq �Iَ0ُٰÌَ َو  

The fire will burn his killers on the Day of Gathering 

Here they will be bombarded with humiliation and wrath 

 َ� �ِ C َIْ �ِ وَ َ> ( � َk ْ� 2ٍ  َ� 
َ

�ل   َ< 
ْ
P ُ� َ< ًD  ۞   

َ
9 ِ� ْÊ ِ#  َ( ْ� ِy 0ِ ِ�  ِ< ْ
  َ� ِ&� uِ  Kِ&مِ �َ ا  

We have not heard of any household that received honor 

from the ancients like their household  

 َd ِ$ّ�� ا<ِ وَ  قُ �ْ 
ْ
�نُ �َ �ْ اªِ  وَ  �ُ �  ِ] ْ� َ� ُy ُ0 ْ�  ۞   َو  َC&وَ  ]ُ %ْ ا  ُÃوَ  ]دُ ا  ِªا ْV َ% َy ُء�  ِ � ِّÔ َY ِ�  

Truthfulness, clemency, and excellence are their characteristics 

Also pardoning, generosity and fulfilling trusts 

 َ® 8I َÕِ [ ِ&� Kِ ِ0 ْ�  َ� �ْ ًوَ  ا  َq ْ�  َa ِ� ُ�  ا[۞   
َ
 �َ cْ أ

َ
�ل  

َ
�ً Fّ ي �ُ �َ ا�0ُ  #ِ 4ْ أ  ِ � َ� ِ Jّ ِ0 ِ�  

They have the best opinion of their Creator and they performed 

the actions of the people of guidance out of love of their Lord 
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�.َ qَ وَ  ٌD  ُ� 8Q  
َ
�q ِEَ   2ِ �ْ ا3َ  #ِ 4ْ أ َF ًD  ۞   ِ< َ
 Cِ �ِ  َd ا���  

َ
� َ;  ْ� َw ْ
  ِ& َX ِ�ْ 4ِ ِ�    

Love of the Prophetic Household is an absolute shield 

From damnation so do not rely on other than them 

 َ< َ� � َ<� hِ َز  َ< hِ ُ�  ْ[ ًإِ   ۞]  �ُ 0ُ �ُ رْ زُ  وَ    ءا 
�

 زَ  �ْ qَ   وَ \
َ

� qَ >َ  ال ْ�  َA َن  ِ< ْ
  ُ� َ� ِ�  

There is no time that evil has afflicted me and I go to visit them 

Except every distress that occurred is removed 

  وَ 
َ

\ َ
ْ

�َ È hَِ  2ُ �ْ �َ  ا£  %ِ ²ِ  ُrِ ِFّ ِ0 ِ�  ۞   ِإ 
�

ِ   وَ \ � 
ْ
� 2ُ  Xِ&ا hَ ِ<  ْ
  ِّoِ  ُ�  �ِ 4ِ ]رِ 

I have never sought, by loving them, enrichment of my spirit 

Except I obtained enrichment by the secret of their light 

 
َ

\ ُ�  ْI ِP ِ�  � ِÖّا�  zِ ِلِ �ُ ا���   آل[  َb ُ0 ْ�  ۞   ِ< ْ
  ُ��ءُ T ِّ� ِ4 ْ�  َTَ  ]رِ  ِ �ِ Öِ 4ِِّ وا �  

Do not deny the secret in the family of the Messenger because they 

Are from the light of their grandfather and they bring their secret 

  اكَ ذَ  وَ 
َ
) �V ُ0 ُ� ِ< ا[ ْI ُm  َبُ )َ   ۞  �ْ 4ُ اِ@ُ وَ  و�  ُC&مِ ُ� ا[   n ِ�َ  

َd ِر�  سُ 
ُ
�ِ Yَ ا"  

Because they are from him and their father is 

The gate of knowledge; Ali, the champion of the nations 

�ءَ �َ  وَ   
َ
ِ  اً �ّ  Eُ َ× ا£8  َ# 4ْ أ ( 

َ
Z َْ Cِ ِ0 ْ�  ۞   َا��ُ  و ْ· ِ� ِ$ َ~  

َ
� ُ0 ْ�  َ< َq � ْ�  َT َ� ِ �ِ 0ِ ي )  

The people of piety grieved all of them without exception 

And the sincere ones due to what happened to them 

 
َ
9 

َ
Z ن�  zِ ِّ�ُ   َq 

ْ
� Qٍ  ِ< ْ
  ُY $َ ِ (� ِ0 ِ�  ۞   َ�ِ >َ دِ  
ْ >ِ  ْ~ٍ zِ ِّ�ُ   َa  وَ  �راً  *� ِ0 ِ�  

As if in every heart is a share of their affliction 

Like a fire and in every eye their blood 


8 اÃِ  وَ   َ; ْ� Øِ 
َ
�  ُ0 ْ�  ُ� ْ| ً��  وَ   ۞  �ْ 0ُ �ُ �َ �ْ �َ  وَ   

َ

ْ >َ   وَ F Oِْ �َ  ضُ رْ ا"  ِ ( ِ>�مِ �َ ا<َ  وَ  ّ#ِ   

The Jinn lament over them out of grief and eulogize them 

And the Earth cries and those outside and within Sanctuary 
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 َc ُ� 
َ
ِ َ$ )َ  كْ رِ �ْ ;ُ  �ْ �َ ي dَ دِ �َ ]ا ا" *� ُ� ُ4 ْ�  ۞   ُ< ْÊ َK 

َ

ْ >ِ  ]رٍ �ُ  ةِ ر� ذَ  �ل  ِ� َ� ِ *� ِ0 ِ�  

The enemies were blinded so their discernment did not comprehend 

Even an atom’s weight of illumination from their light  

 ِ< ْ
  َx ْC ِ�  َ< َ] � ِ0 ُ� 
َ
  �6ِ ا�7  ن� وا أ

َ
� ُ0 ْ�  ۞   َT n�  َ4ُ  و ْ�  ِq َt ٌg  ِ< ْ
  ُ�   �ِ T ِّ� ِ4َ  ]رِ 

After attesting that the Prophet is  

Their grandfather and they are from the light of their grandfather 

� [َ >َ  �َ x ْCَ  وَ  ِ0 ُ� َq رَ �َ  �ْ وا� ُJ ُراً رَ ]ا د  ۞   َY ْ[  ُ َ&[ ًD  ِx ِ} َ< ِم�ِ  #ِ �ْ ا��8  
ّ
1ُ ِ0 ِ�  

After testifying that, they went to war with pearls 

Connected to the Leaders of the Messengers, all of them 

 َ� �Å 
َ
)  �َ ُ ِ   ا�� ( �7� ِÏْ  َا�� ِF ِ~  َd 

َ
�  ۞   َ; َ� 

َ
مِ |ِ I َ0ْ >ُ  وَ  2ٍ �ْ ي >َ ]َ ي �ِ دِ �َ ي ا"  

Until Allah brought a clear victory 

So that the enemies saw nothing but death and defeat 

 
َ
9 

َ
¸ �V ُ0 ْ�   zِ �£ا  َ[ ِ

ّ
Ù 

َ
�مُ >َ اªِ  نَ Aَ   ۞  ذْ إِ  َ¢َ �ْ �َ   ُ# 4ْ  أ  n ِ�َ  zِ ُ

ُ
j  ِ4ِ ]ر ِ�  

As if they were among the people of Khaybar when 

Imam Ali was upon their neck 

 َV ْF: ًا  
َ
"ِ ْa َ� ِ    داً �ْ Eَ  �ْ 0ِ ا*

َ
  وَ  �ْ 0ُ �

َ
� ُ0 ْ�  ۞   ُÂ َK 

ُ
�ل  ُ� ْR ً�K  ِذَ إ َT ءُ ا� ِ ِ �َ وا � *� ِ0 ِ�  

Discarding and expelling them due to their enmity 

It was said to them, ‘Away with you!’ when they came for their water 
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�Yِ اBَ اBَ اBَ اBَ ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#   ِY� ِY� ِY� � � � �     

 َT َء�
َ >ِ  تْ    ِ �تٌ آ.َ  ا��  ُ< َt �0 َ� ٌة  ۞   zِ ِآل   َx ْ� ِ2  َا���  #ِ ا ِ وَ  ]لٍ �ُ ر ِ� ِ�  

Pure signs have come from Allah 

regarding the Family of the Messenger, who maintain family ties 

 
َ
9 

َ
¸ �V َ� ا��� � ْ� �ُ  zِ 

ُ
�ءِ �َ ا���  �ِ dْ  أ  

َ
� َ0  �۞   ُ� dَ  ءُ Úِ .ُ  ]رٌ 

َ
 ذِ  آيَ  مْ زِ �

ْ
9 �ِ 4ِ ِ�  

Like the Sun on the horizon of the sky, for them 

Is a light that shines, so adhere to the verses that mention them 

 ِ< ْÊ #َ  
َ
�دِ �َ ا" ِ¦.   َT َء��  eَ ُÏُ َ4ْ  َ� �ْ &َ   تْ ۞   َ� ْF ¿ٌ  ُ; ْÛ ِFّ ُm  َc ْ
  ِ< ْK َ� ِار  َd ْW ِ� ِ0 ِ�  

Like the hadiths that have come, too many to record 

bringing attention to the measure of their virtue 

 
َ
ِ  q َ� ْ� 2ُْ أ ( ِ ���  

َ
) ِ

ّ
� 

َ
�  ْ[  َ� ْÜَ ُ� ُ0 ُ�  ا[۞   َ& ُP ْI 2ُ  َE ْ[ 

ً
�  

َ
� ُ0 ْ�  zِ ِّ�ُ   

َ
�ِ Y ِ� 4ِْ أ  

I swear by Allah that if I come to them 

Certainly, I would be obedient to them in all they command me 

� �َ >َ  وَ  َ[ َPنُ ]ْ ي ا�  ِ< ْ
   ِa ٍّ|  َو  ِ< ْ
�َ Y ُÏِْ  تْ ]َ � �َ >َ  وَ   ۞  فٍ ¹ََ   ِ< � ْ
  ُ� ْ� ِ
  ُ� ْ� ِI ِ0 ِ�  

The universe doesn’t contain dignity and nobility 

Like that which our Egypt has of the excellence of their beauty 

 َ� َF َر�ُ  كَ    �ْ qَ  ا��
ُ
ِ �ُ �a ِt ُyْ أ � [ َC ً��  ۞   ِ< َ
  ِªا ِ

َ
�  َd 

َ
¸ ْV yُ ْ�  ْ°َ َ� ُg  ِ �ِ Cَ ا7ّ  

Blessed be Allah Who have given you as a blessing 

From the Divine, and you are the gathering of all blessings 


ْ >ِ  �ْ ?ُ &َ  �ْ wَ  وَ   
َ

ْ >ِ  وَ    ۞  ¼ٍ ?َ �ِ  
ْ >ِ  وَ  �تٍ ا>َ �َ 9  َd َW ِ *� #َ  

َ
\ ْ

ُ
N  Ýَ َ

َ
@  َq ي َ� ِ�  

How many are your miracles and how much are your wisdoms 

And your virtues are more than any pen could record 
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  وَ 
َ
 ا��ِ  2ِ �َ �ْ أ

�
� َD  ا��� ْ� َR َء�ِ   ۞  �ْ ?ُ ;ُ ]َ aْ دَ   ( ���� ْ� uِ  َو  ِÃا ِّ�  َ( ْ#  ِ ( َ[�� ْa Ðِ   َا�َ½ِ  و ِ�  

Your dawah has given life to true religion 

Through the sword and struggle, nay, by wise admonition and speech 

 ِ ( َC ِر�
ْ >ِ  ضٍ   ُa ُ� ِم[  ْ �Òعِ ا�  َw ْ�  َ4 َt َ� 2ْ  ۞   َV َ% ِ *�
ْ >ِ  رِّ ا@8  ُ�   َ. ُq��ِ V ْt Kِ ِ0ُ  ]تِ   
And arguments from the sciences of the Sharia, how many  

Precious pearls pour forth from the gems of their speech. 
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س س س س �دِ �دِ �دِ �دِ ا��� ا��� ا��� ا��� ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#    

 Þِ �ْ >َ   وَ a hِْ دَ 
َ
� q uْ  َ< ßِ َ.  َaِ  وَ   ۞]  �ُ �F ُ0 �ُ   وَ a hِْ دَ  �ْ 0ُ  � ُ: Ùِو ِa  ْI َ�  َ( ِ (� ِ0 ِ�  

Leave me and my praise of them, leave me with their love 

Stand with me, o critic, at their door 

 �t&4ِ ا�  وَ  ونَ �ُ 
َ
ِ  ُ# 4ْ أ   ةُ ]رَ �ُ  �ْ 4ِ رِ �ْ Kَ &ِ   ۞  تْ �َ 0ِ [َ  
ْ >َ  ا��

َ
ِ   ابِ |َ �ْ ا" ( Cِ&� َM ِ�  

The pure ones and the people of Allah are those who 

Surah al-Ahzab testifies to their worth and greatness 

 ُ �دِ �َ  ُ�ِّ  
ْ >ِ  �ْ E �0 َ� ُ4َ  ا�� َ§ ٍD  ۞   ُ4 ْ�  َ] ْ� �ُ  ِد ٍ
.  َd َ� ْ�  ُ; ْ� َوَ  كْ ر  
َ
مِ �َ ;ُ  �ْ �  

Allah purified them from every impurity 

They are the Sun of the religion, beyond comprehension or blame 

 ُ4 ُ�  ِPامُ �َ ا�  َd 
َ

� َ;  ْÛ ²َ 
َ
   ۞  �ْ y ُ0َ ا>َ �َ  9

َ
) �. ُY� ُ0 ْ�  

َ

ْ >ِ  q 2َْ ¹َْ أ  ُ� ْ� ِ
  ِd ْC ِ� 0ِ ِ�  

They are the nobles so do not forget their nobility 

Their days shine from the beauty of the actions 

 
َ
) ْx َI ُء�  َd ِE� َ� َD  �|اءِ �َ 4َ ا�  َw ْ�  َ� ِC َ� ْت  ۞   ُrِ ِFّ ِ0 ِ�  

ُ
  �ٌ Yَ أ

َ
�ِ a ِM ْ�  ُrِ ِFّ 0ِْ أ  

The Children of Fatima, al-Zahra, how many made happy 

By loving them, nations made great by loving them 

 َd 8@�
ْ >ِ  ر8   َ� َ� ٍ
  َT َء���ِ َ�َ  تْ  ُI ُm  ۞   َو  ِ< ْ
�ِ �َ  ا&zِ 8M  قِ ا�َ¢ْ  �ءُ �َ �ِ  ْ~ٍ �َ �ُ    

Like pearls from Hasan, his virtues manifest 

And from Husayn like a flash of lightning in the darkness 

�ذَ >َ  
َ
 qُ ا أ

ُ
ِ  حُ �ْ >َ  وَ  ]ل   #ْ  Ëُ ِ̄ ُ� hِ  ۞   zِ َ4ْ   ا��

َ
) �َ َq  ْ�  

َ
) �َ ُÂ  ْI 6ِ ِ (  َK ْ� ِ4ِ ر ِ�  

What can I say? While the praise of Allah puts me to shame 

in the chapter “Has there not come” inform of their worth 
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 �ْ {ِ  xِ ّ�ِ رَ  �تُ آ.َ 
َ

  صٍ �
َ
  وَ   ۞  تْ �َ 0ِ [َ  �ْ 0ُ �

َ
) �V ُ0 ْ�   zِ ِT  َI ِن�  ُBا ِ

ْ
á  zِ ِ �  َC ِ�  

Verses of my Lord testifying sincerely for them 

That they are in the Gardens of Eternity with blessings 

 
َ
� ْ�  َ; 

ْ
Z ِت  ِa ْI َ� ُ4 ُ� َ] [ ْ� �ٌ  َ¹َ ُx0ُ ا ُ�  [۞   ِ< ْ
   َ� 

ْ
� َ� ِk ٍ#�  َd َ[ َ]ا ْ[ âِ ِ �  ْÒُ ِ J ِ0 ِ�  

The sun will not come near them, their drink 

Is from Salsabil, how I long for their drink 

َ ا���  
َ >ِ  �ْ a َ� ْ� ِ0َ  2ْ ا>َ دَ ْ ِ
  َ� ِ&� Kِ َI  �۞   zِ ِّ�ُ   ِ� ٍ~  ِ
َ

N �� ٌت�  ُÕِ ِ
ْ

á ِ4 ِ�  

Perpetually on them, from the Merciful, our Creator 

Greetings at every moment, eternally 

 َ�ُ �P َ� ٌت�  ِ ( 
َ
¸ ْ. ِ� ِ0. ْ�  ُ� ُ� ُb[ ُ0 ُ�  ا[۞   ِ< َ
�aَ َ̄ ا���  ِD  َو  ِªا ْ� 

َ
�ِ �َ ا�0ِ  وَ  صِ �  

Judgements in their hands, their swords 

Of bravery, sincerity, and high aspirations 

 َ< ُ� � إِ  ¿J 2ْ  َÄ 8َ ]رُ 
�

\ َA  َ0ُ �ُ ْ$ �َ  ن ُ�[  ۞   zِ 
َ
�رِ ا�7  #ِ %َ �ْ  أ  zِ َكٍ رْ  د  َ

َ
مِ رَ ي إِ @  

None ever oppose them except that their opponent 

Is in the lowest depths of the Fire with the people of Iram 

�cَ َ̄ [َ  تْ د� رَ  ُy ُ0 ْ�  َq ْ[ ً�<   َ
ُ

N ِر� ُJ ُ0 ْ�  ۞   َ
َ

َ  ْ~ٍ Iَ ي �ُ @
َ

@ 
ُ
�ِ 4ِ رِ �ْ )َ  وَ  �ٍ �ُ ي أ  

Their bravery repels the people fighting them 

At Hunayn, Uhud, and their Badr 

 
َ
ِ  مْ ِ� wْ أ ( َ% ِE� َ� َD  �|اءِ �َ 4ْ ا�   َ� ِ�ّ َ� �ِ  ۞    

َ
ِ  مْ ِ� wْ أ ( 

َ
Z لِ و�  َ< ْ
  ِ

َ
> َK 2ْ  َÕِ ِ�ْ 4ِ ِ�  

How honorable is Fatima, al-Zahra, our Liege Lady 

How honorable is the first to meet the best of them13  

 

 
13 The Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم 
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َ
� َ0�  ِ< ْ
ِ  ãَْ وَ  nQ �ُ  رِ �ْ ا3َ   ( ْW َC ُy ُm  ۞   َT َء�ِ  تْ  ( َ� ْ� َ��R َ� ْ� ِm  ِ< ْ
  َa ِ� ِ�ّ ِ0 ِ�  

She has from the full moon14 a special love and she is a piece of him 

She brought forth his two sweet fragrances from their Ali 

 َb َ� ُ� � َC 8�  َو  
َ

\ ْ
ُ

N  Ýَ َd  َW ِ *� ُ� َ0  �۞   ِ< ْI َ0 8ا�� �  ]سُ �ُ 
�
  Åِ zِ ا&

َ
�ِ Y ِÏْ 4ِِ  ضِ رْ  أ  

There is no number or limit to her virtues 

From her are the Suns in the lands of Egypt 

 َq �� ْت  ِ ( َ0 َa �� وَ 4َ اِ@ِ وَ  ْ~ُ    َA َن  ُ
َ

� ۞   ُ� nQ  
َ
� زَ 0َ � ِ �ِ �َ ا&Kِ  وَ  رِ �ْ  ا&zِ َK  �ٌ ا*  

By her the eyes of her father are cooled and  

The love he had for her increases in rank and value 

 َd َ| ْ� َI Qٌ  ِ ( 
ْÛ ُy َ0 ِ ; � 

ْ
� َ̀  

�
ِ   ۞  تْ �َ y َ0َ  ا[ْ Åِ ا& ( ُÃ� ا<ِ  وَ  ]دِ 

ْ
مِ �َ ا�Pَ  وَ  �ءِ c َtْ اªِ  وَ  �ِ �  

Zaynab, her daughter, which is famous for 

Generosity, clemency, giving and nobility 

 ;َ  نْ إِ 
ْ
Z ِ ; َ�ِ زَ  0 ِ   اً �ا* ��ِ  ْ�ُ َ� ِ� ً�F  ۞   ِ � 

ْ
ِ  نِ ذْ {ِ xِ  ادَ �َ ا��ُ  2َ �  dَ  ا��

ْ
��مِ َِ   

When you come, visiting for the sake of Allah in anticipation of reward 

You will receive what you want by the permission of Allah so persist 

 
َ
9 

َ
¸ �V َ0 َT � �I ُD  ُBا ِ

ْ
á  

�
ِ   ۞  2ْ %َ َ$  ا;� Åِ ا& ( ُ? ِ#ّ  َ< ُ ¾ � ْ� َy �َ ِ<  ْ
  َ� ِ *� ِ�  ِ �ِ Cَ ا7ّ  

It is as if she is the eternal Paradise which is described 

With everything which is desired from blessings 

َ Aَ  وَ  ِÏّ� ِاط  
َ
� َ0 َ� �   ۞  C َ� َ& ٌDْ >َ   وَ  ْ�ٌ 

َ
\ َ�  ْC �ِ ُ8  فM&ا 

ْ
 ا&8M  ن� إِ  �َ �

ْ
� َ�  ِ � 8M� َ� ِ�  

Like the Bridge she has progression and equity 

Knowing no injustice, indeed oppression is for oppressors 

 

 
14 The Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم 
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َ

\  ْ
َ

N َ| َV ْ
  ِ � 
َ ْ
G َ� ِنْ ي إِ د   

َ
) َ; ْ[ 

َ
�ً :ِ ا 9(  ۞   ِ< ْ
  َx ْC ِ�  ُ] ْ0 َ� ِ ; َ0 َd � ِ ْ́ �ِ  بْ  ( َK ْ[ ِ � ِ0 ِ�  

Do no be sad due to the enemies when they come with lies 

After her renown, discard what they say 
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ِ ا��� ا��� ا��� ا��� ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#   (� ِ (� ِ (� ِ (� g g g g  

 َ. َ� � َ�ْ  َ< ْ
  َT َء�ِ   ۞  ةً �َ � ِ qَ  رُ ا و� ا�|8  تِ  َ́ َR� ُ0 ْ�  ْ
َ

j َ[  ِY ٍÏْ  ْ
َ

j َ[  ْ°َ ِ� ِ4 ِ�  

O best of those whom visitors come seeking 

Their graves in Egypt towards their glory 

ِ  ]لِ �ُ رَ  
ْ ]ا >ِ �ُ 4ُ  
ْ >َ  وَ  �َ �ِ ّ�ِ �َ  ا��  �
ْ >َ  وَ   ۞  ُ4 ُ� ِ � [ ْC َ� ٌD  ِ< ْ
  �ِ ?َ ا<ِ  Qِ ا4ِ وَ  

They are those who are from the Messenger of Allah our master 

They are those who are a blessing from the Bestower of wisdom 

 َoَ ْ� 2ُ  ِ< ْ
  َ( ٍ
َ

á  
َ
ٍ )َ  �ٰ  إِ ßَ �ْ أ

َ
á  ۞   َ� �Å 

َ
ْ إِ  2ُ �ْ �َ  (

َ
¡ ِ0 ْ�  zِ ِرِ .َ  د� 4ِ ِ�  

I travelled striving from one city to another 

Until I come to them in their abodes 

ِ  وَ  ( 82  zِ َT  َF ٍ#  ِ< ْ
  َx ْC ِ� ِه  َT َF #ٌ  ۞  
َ
َ ] اT ِªُ رْ أ

َ
ِ  zِ َÑَ  ]داً 0ُ [ُ  � �� ِ0 ِ�  

Struggling through mountain after mountain 

Hoping in the Divine to witness their beauty 

  وَ 
َ
) ْ� 2َ  َ. َ� � َ� ٌ
  َ.�َ رَ  ْ ٌD  َ® َ0 َ� ْوَ   ۞  ت   َ. ُ� � َ� ُ~ْ  ِ

�
fا ِ �fِّ ي ) 

ْ
9 �ِ  

َ
� ْ�  َÂ Iَ ِ�  

And you, O Hasan, O mercy manifest 

And O Husayn, the one who remained awake with dhikr 

ْ إِ 
َ

¡ ُP َ� ِÃا � ْ� ُ�  ِ ( 
ْ
&� َK 

ْ
� ِQ   َC&ا ِ� ِ#�  

َ
) �َ  ۞   َb َI ْM َ� ًة  ِ< ْI ُP َ� ْ

َ
å � �ُ ِ< [ َ
  َC&ا َy ِ�  

To you two, in body and heart, do the sick come 

Looking at you they become polished from the darkness 

  َ̀ q �� َ< ْyَ  وَ 
َ
� qَ .َ  أ 

ْ
� 6ِ َ�َ  �F ُy ُ0 ْ�  ۞   ِإ ٰ�  ِ �Ü³ِ �ا�  َd َ� ِ

ّ
� ْ�  ِa ْI َ�  َ( ِ (� ِ0 ِ�  

O my heart, my love of them has driven you 

To the resting place, so greet them at their door 
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 َ� �Å َ�  َI 
َ

�ل  ِ< َ
ِ إِ  وَ   امٌ �َ æ َÂ َy ُm  ۞   َb ُ0 ْ�  ِ9َ  انِ ]َ �ْ ا�ّ�ِ  
ّ

� ِ<  ْ
  ُ� ُ� ِd[ ِ0 ِ�  

Until you receive the utmost degree of pleasure  

They are generous and indeed I am among their guests 

 َ� َ% ْW 2ُ  ��ُ  َT َI ٍح�  ِa ْI َ�  َY ْ� َ0 ِ� ِ4 ْ�  ۞   َزَ  و 
َ

�حٍ Ñَِ  8�ُ  ال  ِ< ْ
  ُY ِ� ِ�� ِ4 ِ�  

I humbled myself at their assembly 

And every defiance is removed from their seekers 

 
َ
9 ْ� َ� 

َ
� أ dُ َز[  ِ ( َ[ ْ  ٍ#  ِ< ْI ُ0 ُ� 

َ
�>ْ dَ  بِّ � رَ .َ   ۞  �اً )َ ]ا ( ْçُ  

َ
�َ َq  

ْ
� 6ِ ِ (  َ[ ْ  ِ� ِ0 ِ�  

In order that I am successful in being connected to them forever 

O Lord, bless my heart with attachment to them 

 َd ُR ْ| ُت  ِ< ْ
  َ< ْ� ِ� ِ0 ْ�  َ] ْ� ً�è  
َ
ِ  ]نُ wُ أ ( ِm  ۞   َ

َ
�ً ِ� qَ  6ِِّ ي ا�7 @F�  َ. ْ[ َم  َ� ِÒْ 4ِ ِ�  

I achieve, by praising them, something which by it I am 

Near to the Prophet on the day of their Gathering 

 �� cَ  �ْ 4ُ ارُ �َ T �#  ِ< ْKَ  وَ 
َ
) � َ� ْ� 2ُ  ِ ( ِm  ۞   َإِ  و �� hِ َT  ِ4� #ٌ  َ� �K َrِ � ِKّ ِ0 ِ�  

And their value is manifest greater than what I brought 

As indeed I am ignorant of the reality of their rank 

 ُ � َÒْ ِ 
ْ >ِ  �ْ 4ِ ارِ و� |ُ ي �  ِّ�ُ  َ� ِ�� َ� ٍD  ۞   ُ � َÒْ َي و  ُE �َ[ ِ �  َ� ْ
  َ. 
ْ
�ِ �َ  ا&zِ 8M  ]نَ ;ُ ¸  

Glad tidings to their visitors from every direction 

Glad tidings and goodness for those who come in darkness 

 
َ
� �� َa � ِ� ْ� َI ِر ��رِ � ا3َ �َ  ُrِ ي ِFّ ِ0 ِ�  ۞   ِT ْè َI ِإ � ْ

َ
ِ q ْ�  ِ4 ْ� َIَ  وَ   �ْ 0ِ ¡ ( � َ� ْ� ِ� ِ0 ِ�  

When we knew the pleasure of al-Bari in loving them 

We came to them and strove in praising them 
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�>ِ ا�� ا�� ا�� ا�� ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#   ِ<� ِ<� ِ<�



   

 َ; َ(� 2ْ  ُV ُ% ُي >ِ ]َ ا�0َ  ]س ْ
  ُ�ِ  ]نَ Y ْ� َ0 ِ� ِ4 ْ�  ۞   َd ْ�َ ِT ُCَ  ]رِ  ( ِm  َc ْ
�ِ d ْC ِ� ِ0ِ  ]ءِ �ُ    

The spirits of folly repent due to the light of their resting places 

So they turn from the evil of their actions 

� زَ >َ  
َ

َ �ُ 8oِ ُ4  ال  �Å �َ   ۞]ا  �ُ sِ ِ�ُ  �F ُ0 �ْ ]ا ¾
َ
ِ  �َ ي zِ ]َ ا�0َ   هُ وْ رَ  أ ِéّ  َC&مِ �َ ا  

Their secret continues to heal their lovers 
The passions are seen in the realm of nonexistence 

  êُ  ِ�ُ ٍQِّّ وا &ِ د8 وَ 
َ
  ]نَ ?ُ .َ  نْ أ

َ
�َ  ۞   َV ْ0 ِë  ِ �Òا� َC�ِD  َV ْ0 ً�¯  َÈ َ�ْ  ُ< ْI ُ% ِ$ ِ�  

They love every lover to be on 

The methodology of the Sharia, a way without flaw 

 َ� ْ� Úِ 
�
�ِ� �َ  ا�� َa  َ� ْ� ِ0 ْ�   zِ َ�  َ� ِ ;� رُ  �ْ 4ُ   وَ   ۞  �ِ 0ِ 

ُ
ِ  ]عٌ 9 ( َ0 

َ
�ِ 4ِ ]دِ ُ̄  �ُ zِ  وْ � أ  

The nights pass by them in their lives 

While they are bowing or in prostration 

 
َ
9 

َ
¸ �V َ� 

�
� ا�� ْ� #ُ  َ� ْ� uٌ  َT َء�  ِa ْI َ� ُ4 ُ�  ا[۞   َÂ ْK ُ� َ�ِ  mُ و ( 

َ� َ� ِx� ³ٍ�  ِ � َ� ِ Jّ ِ0 ِ�  

As if the night is a guest who came to them 

So, they hosted it with glorifications of their Lord 


ْ ]ا >ِ �ُ C ُ0ُ >ْ دَ  �8 َ�ُ   َd ْ[ ِ4ِ �ِّ �َ  ق ِ�  ۞   َ� �t ِ< � َ
�ِ ?َ ا<َ  b ِm�  َ� ْ� َ� ُDِ  ]رِ ا87    

Their tears flow from their cheeks 

Forming lines of light therein the reverence of the Judge 

 ِ< ْ
  َ� ْ[ ِd ِ0 ْ�  ِ< ْ
ِ إِ  
َ

�  َC&شِ �ْ ا  َ� ِ&� Kِ َI  �  �ْ wَ  وَ   ۞
َ
�دَ �َ  �ْ 0ُ � �ِ َ�  në  

َ
�َ َK&مِ �َ  ا  

Out of their fear of the God of the Throne, our Creator 

How many Pilgrimages have our masters made by foot 
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 َ� �Å 
َ
)  َ; ْ[ ْ

َ
j ا َ[  ِY ٍÏْ  َT َء�   ۞  �اً Yَ زُ  �ْ 4ُ 

َ
�F ُxَ �ْ أ ُ0 ْ�  ِ< ْ
  

ُ
ِ �َ g  ِcَ >َ  ]لٍ 0ُ 9 �� ِ0 ِ�  

Until they came to Egypt and there came to them a group 

Of their lovers; men along with their families 

 َ< 
ْ
P ُ% َ&[ ٌD  

َ
  �اً )َ (

َ
�F ُxَ �ْ أ ُ0 ْ�  ِ ( ِ0 ِ�  ۞   َb ُ0 ْ�  ِ9 َ� ٌوَ  ام  َ< ْ
ِ رِ �ْ .َ   �ِ 0ِ .َ  �ْ 0ِ ي )  

Their lovers are forever under their care 

Because they are the benefactors and whoever knows them loves them 

 ُ4 ْ�  َ� ُ�ْ  ُa ْ� ٍ4ُ  وَ  ب ْ�  
َ
   ۞  �ْ 4ُ  وَ  �ءِ Fَ ا&Cَ  ُ# 4ْ أ

َ
ِ Wَ ا&%َ  ُ# 4ْ أ *� ِ#  zِ 8@ا  Vْ َ� 

َ
�َ � 

ُ
�ِ Yَ  ا"  

They are the best of the Arabs and they are the People of the Cloak and they 

Are the people of virtues in this world above the nations 

�سِ  اzِ �7   ۞ي  �َ ;َ  َ� �ْ �َ I ُ0 ْ�  َdْ ي cَ رَ ا�]َ  �Ñَ َgِ #ْ �َ وَ   ِ< ْ
  ُY ْí ِ< ٍ
  َÂ ْ0 َ[ ُ3ِ ي ْX ِW ِ0 ِ�  

Ask all mankind about them you will not see 

Among people any believer that loves hatred for them 

�رِ %�  ا�zِ ُP  ِ� �ْ ي ا3ِ رِ �ِ ْ$ ا��ُ   َq ِE� َF ًD  ۞   ْ َ́ ً�J   
َ

�َ ُc  ُI ٍ�  ْ َ́ ً�J  
َ

�َ 
�
  �ِ �َ  ا��

Gleaming swords at the disbelievers without exception 

Striking necks and striking the locks of hair falling to the ear lobes 

ِ ا�îَ  وَ  ; ُF َن[  ِ& َK ْ[ ِل  ِ ِ ا&Kَ  وَ   ۞  zِ  ُ  ُR uٍ  ا�� *�ِ  ]نَ �ُ  ( ِ� ٍ
.  َE ِ�ّ ِQ  ِّا�� َ� ِ�  

Scribes of the Speech of Allah in books 

Establishing religion by their pure character 

�كٍ )َ  وَ  �كٍ [َ   
َ

�َ 
َ
)  ْ( َ[ ِ  Tِ وَ  �ْ 0ِ ا)

ً
�  ۞   

َ
 Fُ ] ا&T َKُ رْ أ

َ
 ]ْ ا��َ  
َ >ِ  ]ل

َ
Ù َvِ  ِ4� ِ�  

Grieving and crying at their doors in dread 

I hope for the acceptance for the Master through their rank 

ْ ي إِ �ِ 0ْ �ُ 
َ

¡ َ̀  ُq �ُ ُب[  َC&ا ِ]� ِK َ~  
َ
� ُ0 ْ�  ۞   َ< ْ� ً��  َ( ِ� ً�C.  َd 

َ
 ذِ  مْ زِ �

ْ
9 َ�  َ< ْ� ِ� ِ0 ِ�  

The hearts of the lovers present wonderful praise of them to You 

So adhere to mentioning their praise 
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 َd ِ} 
�V ُ0 ْ�  ِa ْI َ�  ِذ 

ْ
9 �ِ zِ ي َ<  َ� ِ ��ْ dَ  حِ �ْ ا��َ   ةِ R ِ0 ْ�  ۞   zِ َ�  َÜِْ ا* َI ْ�  ِ< ْ
  ُ� Wُ ِ4ِ ]ر ِ�  

Indeed they are present at the commemoration of their praise 

In the gatherings of praise, so take advantage of their presence 

 َE َر�  تْ 
َ
�  Y ْ� َP ُI َ0َ  نَ Aَ  وحٍ رُ  8�ُ  �ْ 0ُ �۞   ِ ( ُK ْ� ِ J ِ0 ْ�  

َ
 زَ أ

ً
\  zِ َ�  

َ
� ِ�  Kِ&مِ �َ ا  

Every soul flew to them as their residence 

was near them in the Realm of Pre-eternity  


ْ >َ  وَ   َ. ُ? ْ
  ُ< ْF َC ًا�  َd¬�ُ  َ� �ْ &َ  وَ  �ْ F َy Cِ ٌ�  ۞   َc ْI ُ0ْ >ُ  نَ 
َ

�  ُ] ْX #ٌ  ِ � َ� 
ْ
Z ِ � ِ0 ِ�  

Whoever was distant there will be distant now 

And their affair will not be a concern for him 


ْ ي >ِ �َ ;َ  
ْ &َ  وَ   ِ�ُ ٍQّ  َÈ َ�ْ  ُ< ْI َy %ِ ٍg  ۞   ِ   وَ  �ْ 0ِ )
َ

\ ِ<  ْ
  َa ُ� ٍّو  َÈ َ�ْ  ُ< ْI َ0 ِ| ِم  

You will never see any lover except that they benefit 

From them nor any enemy except they are defeated 

 
َ
�ً ]ْ ] 8F ُ0 ُ� َq �ُ  #� �َ أ<  ِ ِ �َ bَ   ۞  �ِ 4ِ ارِ �َ )

َ
N � 8
  �ٰ إِ  

َ
�ِ �َ ا<َ  وَ  �ءِ xْ َI ا"  

Love of them settled people in their abodes 

So they do not incline to children or servants 

 َw ْ�  ِ< ْ
  ُ< ِK ِ�� َ~  ُE 
َ

 ذِ   ۞]ا  �ُ a ْI َ� ُ4ِ  مِ ]ْ ا¡َ  ]ل
ْ
9 ُ�  َÃا 

َ
� َ&ِD  ْ�َ �ِ zِ ي ِ �  َ� ِ �� ِ0 ِ�  

How many stay with them the whole day 

With the remembrance of the Majestic flowing on their tongues 

 
َ
�كَ %َ 9  

َ
) �V ُ0 ُ�  

َ
) xْ َI ُء�  َd ِE� َ� ٍD  ۞  َو  ُ � ُ ِÒّ ِvِ وا َI ٍن�  zِ َ�  ِ� ِÊ. ِ0 ِ�  

It suffices you that they are the children of Fatima 

They were given glad tiding of gardens of Paradise in the hadith 

 اذْ  وَ 
ُ
9 ْ�  َ� ِ� َ� َD  

َ
\ َ;  ْÛ ²َ َd  َW ِ *� َ� َ0  �۞   ِT ِ¢ْ #ُ�  َ � َ �Ò َ4 ِ ( � َK&� ِÏْ  َو  ِ �ِ Cَ ا7ّ  

Remember Khadija, do not forget her virtues 

Jibril gave her glad tidings of a palace and blessings 
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 اذْ  وَ 
ُ
9 ْ�  ِ& َ% ِE� َ� ٍD  ِ ( ْI ِ2  ُ>ا َ� ِ~ْ  

َ
 ا<ِ  P ْ� َI َDَ �ُ   ۞ا  :َ 9

ْ
� ِ�  

َ
ْ  عْ oِْ أ

َ
j َ[  َ� ِ�ّ ِ0 ِ�  

Remember Fatima, the daughter of al-Husayn, also 

Sukayna, the clement, hasten to their vicinity 

 
َ
�ِ¡َ ;َ  اكَ :َ 9 ُD  ُK&آنِ �ْ ا  َ� ِ�ّ َ� �ِ  ۞   َ� ِ% َ�� َD  Cِ&ا 

ْ
ِّ  اتَ ذَ  �ِ � �Öا<ِ  وَ  ا� َ? ِ�  

Likewise, the reciter of the Quran, my liege lady 

Nafisa, the jewel of knowledge, possessor of the secret and wisdom 

 
َ
ِ �َ  اكَ :َ 9 * َ� ًD  ِ< ْ
  َx ْC ِ�  َ� ِ * َ� ٍD  ۞   َةٍ �َ ّ�ِ �َ  ُ��  و  zِ ِ>مِ �َ ا<َ  وَ  ّ#ِ  ا  

Likewise, Aisha after Aisha 

And every Sayyida, outside or within the Holy Sanctuary 

 اذْ  وَ 
ُ
9 ْ�  ِ � َ� ْ� َ� َ�  َ< ْ
  َE َ(� 2ْ  ِoَ َ�� ُ� َ0  �۞   َq ْ�  ِّ¹ُ dَ 2ْ  ُÕِ �ُ ٍï[  ْ

َ
j َ[  َa ْ� ِ � ِ0 ِ�  

And remember Maryam, who was simplehearted  

She was honored with eternity in the Garden of Eden 

ِ دَ  �ْ a َ� ْ� ِ0َ  ضَ �رْ dَ  بِّ � رَ .َ  �ً �ا*  
َ
ِ  وَ  rِ ِّ�  َE َmَ   ۞  �اً )َ ( ( ِª� َoْ ِوَ  اء  َK&ا َ� ِ�  

O my Lord, be pleased with them forever and evermore 

By the right of TaHa and by the Isra and the Pen 

� y ْ³  َa َ� ْ� َI َÕَِ اbْ  وَ  ٍ�  ِ< ْI َ̀  َ. 
َ
� أ َY �ِ  ۞   َrِ ِّ�  َز ْ� ٍ
�ِ �َ ا&T ْC َ% ِ�  َCَ  �ٍ �ْ زَ  وَ    

And open upon us every good from You, O my Hope 

By the right of Zayn, Zayd, and Ja’far the signpost 

�ً ]ا ¹ََ �ُ 4ُ دْ زِ  وَ d  َا و ْ< َI ْR ُ0 ُ� 
َ
ِ   �ْ Äّ ِ0ِ رَ  وَ   ۞  >�ً �َ ]ا 9 مِ �َ ا�Pَ  وَ  ْ�ِ اBَ  امِ وَ �َ )  

And increase them in honor and grant them nobility 

And cause them to ascend with perpetual goodness and nobility 
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��ِ ا£� ا£� ا£� ا£� ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#   ِ�� ِ�� ِ�� g g g g  

 َ� َ� ْ< ُy ُ? ْ�  ِ �دَ �َ  .³ٍ �ِ �َ ) �ِ َd  ُ· ُ:  وا۞   َc ْF ًا�  
َ
) َ; ُw� ْ�  ِ ( َ� ْ< ِg  8fا ِ

ّ
مِ �َ ا�7  وَ  ل  

My masters, I serve you with panegyrics so accept 

a servant that comes to you with the tears of humility and regret 

 
َ
�دَ E ْC 2ُ  َV ْ% ²ِ َb  َKَ أ ْ; hِ ِإ  ٰ�  َ] َt ¿ٍ  ۞   َو  ِT ْè ُy ُ? ْ�  َ� َد� �ِ 

َ
 ßَ �ْ  أ

َ
�َ  َq  َ� ِم  

I obeyed my ego and it led me to deviation 

I have come to you my masters, running by foot 

 َb َ� ِ9 �  امٌ �َ 
َ
� ُ0 ْ�  ِ< ْ
ِ رَ   Jّ َI َ¹َ �� .َ  وَ   ۞  فٌ  

َ
ِ أ * َ�ِD  

َ

ِ ا@ِّ  #ِ 4ْ أ.  ِ

ّ
1ُ ِ0 ِ�  

O Honorable ones, you have nobility from our Lord 

O Imams of the people of din, all of them 


ْ >َ  وَ   ُ4 ُ� 
ُ


ُ Âْ ا@ِّ   ۞  �ِ Mَ  ا&x ْ� 2ٌ  َT �#  zِ Cَِ  ]ا آل  ِ< ْ
  َ( ْ� ِy ِ0 ْ�  َq ْ�  َT َء�  ِ � 
ُ ْ
G َY ِ�  

They are the people of the Prophetic Household magnified in greatness 

The religion is from their household. It has come for all nations 

  نْ إِ 
ُ
9 ْI 2ُ  ُY ْ� َ; ِ? ً�F  ِإ 

ْ§ ً��   َb َK ْ�  َر َT َC 2ْ  ۞   َV ْ% ²ِ َو   َ; َ(��رِ %� ا&Xَ  �ٰ إِ  2ْ   ِ ( �7�مِ �َ   

If I commit a sin, indeed my ego will return 

And make tawba to al-Ghaffar with regret 

 َd ِ} ن�  �ِ ُ�  ْ� َ
  َ® ٍّ
  ِb ْ� ُP ُ� َاً )َ ]ا ا�  ۞   َd َR ِّK ُK ُه[  َrِ ِّ�  ُا�� $ْ َt sَ َC&ا  َ� ِ�  

Indeed, I have a good opinion of you always 

So fulfill it by the right of al-Mustafa, the sign  

  نْ إِ 
َ
� ْ�  

َ

ْ wُ أ  ْ�ُ ِ� ً�$  zِ ُ�  ِFّ ُ? ْ�  َd َ� َK ْ�  ۞   َ] ِK ْ� 2ُ  َd ُ>� 8Q  ِb ْ� ُ? ْ�  َÈ ُ�ْ  ُ< ْI َP ِy ِ�  

If I am not sincere in love of you then surely 

I will be wretched, so love of you is not concealed 
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 َ� َ]� 
ُ
9�  ]ا�ُ 

َ

ْ وا >َ د8 �ُ ;َ  نْ أ  

َ
) � Tِ  وَ َ

ً
�  ۞   َÕِ ْ[ ِd ِm   َو  َ& ُ? ْ�  َd ْW #ٌ  

َ
�َ 

ُ
�ِ Yَ  ا"  

Woe that you reject one who comes to you dreading 

With his fear while you have virtue over all the nations 
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�¹ِ ا&Cَ ا&Cَ ا&Cَ ا&Cَ ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#  ا&َ%ْ$ُ#   ¹ِ� ¹ِ� ¹ِ�  

 َ. 
َ
� أ ْw َ� َإِ  ا¬لِ  م ِ

ّ
� َq  ْ�  

َ
) َ� ْ� 2ُ  ِ ( َ�  �۞   ِb ِm�  �7ةُ َ̄ ا�  

َ
9 ِ� ْÊ ِ#  �|4ْ ا� ِ�  zِ 

َ
�ِ wَ  ا"  

O most noble family, indeed I have brought 

That which in it is salvation like flower reefs 


ْ &َ  وَ   ِËَ Qَ�  ِ
�

fا َq ي ْ�  َT َء�  َÂ ْ� َ� ُ� ُ? ْ�  ۞   ِ ��ِ  ُ� �F َ& � ُ? ْ�  َd ُ ��� ذُ  
َ
مِ �َ و 9  

The one who comes praising you will never be disappointed 

Loving you for the sake of Allah, for Allah is the Bearer of Nobility 

 َd ِ} اِ@َ وَ  ن� ُw ْ�  ِ ( َC&�َ  نِ �ْ  � َ �Ò 
ُ
�سَ ] ا�7 �ُ �ُ �ْ �ُ  وَ   ۞  �ْ �  zِ ُ�  ْ� ٍ
ِ zِ  وَ   �  َC ِ�  

Certainly your father from al-‘Adn gave you glad tidings 

And you became the masters of humanity in beauty and bounties 

 َ. َV � ْ% �ُ  
ُ
9 ðِ[ 

َ
 >ُ  2ِ �ْ ا3َ  #ِ 4ْ  ِ"

ْ
P ِ� َ< ًD  ۞   ُ. ْ? �ِ ْY ِ̀  َر ِ�ّ ِx  ِ} ْ� َ� ٍن�  

َ
"ِ ْT ِ� ِ0 ِ�  

O ego be of those who honor the Prophetic Household 

My Lord will honor you with excellence for their sake 

 َ& َC �#  َ� ِ&� َK َI َ< � ْ
  ِ< ْI ُm  َ< ْF َ� ُؤ َ�  �۞   َÂ ْ� ْçُ  َa َ� ْ� َI َÕِ � ٍ�ْ  zِ ِرِ .َ  د� 4ِ ِ�  

Perhaps our Creator, from Whom is our beginning 

Will bestow on us blessing by the goodness in their abodes 

  بِّ � رَ .َ 
َ
) ْ�ٌ إِ  2َ 

َ
مِ �َ ا<َ  وَ  2ِ �ْ ا3َ  ب8 رَ  وَ   ]دِ Tُ ا�]ُ  ب8 رَ   ۞  �ٌ �َ َ    �ٌ ا�ِ وَ  �  

O Lord, You are the Divine, One, Everlasting 

Lord of existence and Lord of the Sacred House and the Sanctuary  

  وَ 
ْ
 إِ  t uُْ ا&

َ
� �ِ ِ (  َI zِ � ِّ�ُ   َ��زِ  َ& ٍD  ۞   َd 

َ
¸ ْ�  ��ُ a ِMَ   ب8 رَ  2َ 

8

ْ >ِ  t uِْ ا��  ِq َ� ِم  

Be gentle, O my God, with us in every blow of fate 

You are the Lord of tremendous kindness from pre-eternity 
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�َ �ِ ّ�ِ �َ  .�ِ �ِّ ا�ّ$ِ  
ِ aَ  ضَ �رْ dَ  بِّ � رَ .َ   �۞   ِ� ِQّ  �76ِِّ ا  ُ
َ

�  َC&ا 
ْ
�ءُ �َ �  zِ ِ0ا�  َ� ِ�  

O Lord, be pleased with al-Siddiq15, our master, 

The beloved of the Prophet, the one of exalted aspirations 

 zِ َX&رِ  ا�  َA َن  َ< َg  ُا�� ْ· َy ِر�   َ ِ�� ِF ِm  ۞   ُ
َ

 �ْ  اzِ ِª  مُ �K 8َ ا£�  �
َ

مِ �َ ا�Pَ  وَ  مِ �  

In the cave he was with al-Mukhtar, as his companion 

He has preeminence in Islam and nobility 

 
َ
) ْ§ hَ َa  َ� ْ� ِm  ِإ ُ

ٓ
�  َC&شِ �ْ ا   َ� ِ&� ُK َI  ��ءِ Iَ ا��  ْ�َ �َ   ۞  َb َ� ُ � � َÒْ ُاه  ِ ( ِ ّ7� َC ِ�  

The God of the Throne, our Creator praises him 

The best praise, so glad tidings for him for the blessings 

�كَ �َ رِ  #ْ Cَ اTْ  وَ   
َ

�َ �ِ ّ�ِ �َ  وقِ �رُ  ا&%َ َ�  �۞   
َ
ِ  ٍ¤ tْ ي xَ ذِ  �تِ ]�َ yُ  ا&%ُ óِ أ �ِ Iَ ي َ  :ِ )  

Grant Your pleasure to al-Faruq16, Our master 

The father of victories, the destroyer of idols 

  نْ إِ  �ُ� �ِ )ْ إِ  �8 %ِ .ُ 
َ

\ َq ُه�  zِ ُE  ُ� ٍوَ   ۞  ق  َÃ8  وَ  رُ ]ْ اM&ا 
ْ
� ُ�  ِ< ْ
  َY ْ� ُآه  zِ َa  َ� ِم  

Iblis flees if he meets him on the path 

Oppression and injustice, from his reflection, do not exist 

ِ  8F ُm �ُ  وَ  ِ  ]لِ �ُ �َ � َ   ۞  Â ْC ِ� Iُ ُmُ  ا��
َ

  6ِِّ ي ا�7 @
َ

�َ َV  ْ% �ٍ  
َ

�ِ �ِ  رَ َ�  

His love for the Messenger of Allah, he declares it 

In front of the Prophet, as more than for his self or familial relations 

�كَ �َ رِ  #ْ T َCْ ا وَ   
َ

�َ ُc  ْÊ َ� َن�  َ� ِ�ّ ِ� َ�  ��>ِ Tَ  وَ   ۞ ٌg  ِ& ِP َy ِب�  ِ ِ  ا�� ( َK&� َ� ِ�  

Grant Your pleasure on Uthman, Our master 

The compiler of the Book of Allah in writing 

 

 
15 Abu Bakr, Abdullah bin Abi Quhafa 
16 Umar ibn al-Khattab 
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 َ°ُ ِّ0 ُ|  َÃا ْ� ¤ِ  zِ 
َ
�مِ .�  (  ُa َÖْ ِ ; ِm  ۞    َو  َq ِ *� ُ�  

�
 zِ  #ِ �ْ ا��

َ
�ِ �َ ا&8M  وَ  �رِ Rَ �ْ  ا"  

He supplied the army in the time of difficulty 

And stood in the early morning and darkness of night 


ِ �ْ رَ ]ْ و ا87 ذُ  وَ  6ِِّ ا�7  �ُ 0ْ  ِ   
ُ
9 ْI َ� ُy ُm  ۞   

َ
  ]رُ Fُ ا ا�$� :َ 9

َ
  ا3َ َ�

ْ
�ِ �َ ا&Xُ  وَ  اءِ ]َ �  

The son-in-law of the Prophet, the Possessor of Two Lights is his title 

Likewise, the one patient upon calamities and distress 


ْ cَ  وَ   ٍّ ِ�َ  
َ
�َ �ِ ّ�ِ �َ  ْ~ِ F َtْ  ا��ِّ óِ أ  �۞   ِ � ْC َ�  ِªمُ >َ ا�   

َ
9 ِ� ْÊ ِ# ا� 

�
� ْ� ِ¦  zِ 

َ
�ِ Tَ  أ  

And on Ali, the father of the two grandsons, our master 

The best of Imams, like a lion in the jungle 

�دِ 0َ  اzِ ِÃ  وَ   ُ
َ

�  َ� ْ� uٌ  ُ
َ

�  َ� َt ٌ�  ۞   
َ
 دَ رْ أ

َ
 دِ �َ ي ا"

ُ
�ِ �َ ا&8M  وَ  �ِ %ْ ا&?ُ  َ# �ْ 4َ ي أ  

In Jihad he had a sword and was dangerous 

Striking down the enemy, attacking disbelief and oppression 

ِ dَ  وَ  ;��بِ ا³  َ3ُ   ُY ْ� ُ0 ٌر[  ِ ( ُK �[ ِ ; ِm  ۞   َÕِ ْ� ٍ¢َ  َd َT� 
َ
Z  ُPرَ %� ا��  ِ ( 

ْ
&� َC َ� ِ�  

The opener of the gate, well known for his strength 

At Khaybar, surprising the disbelievers with the banner 

 ْTا َC ْ#  ِكَ �َ ر�  
َ


ْ cَ  وَ   ۞  ِ� �َ ّ�ِ �َ  اءِ �َ 4ْ  ا�|� َ�  َ( ِ Û َ0� َو �ِ ّ�ِ رَ  دْ زِ   (  َ% ْW ِ� ِ0 ِ�  

Grant Your pleasure on al-Zahra17, Our Liege Lady 

And her children, and increase, my Lord, by their virtue 

ِ ا£�  �� }ُ  R ِQْ ا�$�  وَ  ا¬لِ  وَ  (� Cِ َ~  َو  َ< ْ
  ۞   َT ُء� 
َ

ْ >ِ  ْ~ِ �َ �ُ  #ِ Tْ وا ِ"  ِ ( 

َ
�ِ 4ِ دِ �  

And the family, and the companions, then the Followers and those 

Who come for the sake of Husayn from their countries 

 

 
17 Fatimah bint Muhammad 
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 َ< َÃا � ْC َ% ِ� 8ي  
َ
) �َ ِ (  

ْ
���ً �ِ �َ ُ�ْ  حِ �ْ �َ F  ۞   zِ ِآل   

َ
َ أْ َ�  َ� ِ�ْ  ُC&وَ  بِ �ْ ا  

ْ
�ِ َ̄ Cَ ا&  

As long as al-Jafari, expecting reward, brings praises  

on the family of Ahmad, the best of Arabs and non-Arabs 

�>ْ dَ  بِّ � رَ .َ  ْçُ  َa َ� ْ� َI ِ ( � ِ�ّ�� َ� 
َ
) �ِ    ۞  �اً )َ  ( 

ْ
�� ُ� $ْ َt sَ َو   ِ ( 

َ
Z ْ4 ِ#  َ

ْ
مِ �َ ا<َ  وَ  2ِ �ْ ا3  

O Lord, grant us with Your pleasure always 

By al-Mustafa and the Prophetic Household and the Sanctuary 

 إِ  �ْ ِ% اÈْ  وَ 
َ
� �ِ ِ&  ِّêُ  ُوَ  ~َ �ِ �ِ �ْ ا��  َ< ْ
  ۞   َq ْ�  َوا �َ �ُ �� و َ�ْ  َ; ْ[ ِ� ٍ��  ِ ( َK 

ْ
� ِF ِ0 ِ�  

My God, forgive every Muslim and all those 

Who declare Your Oneness, the best of beliefs in their hearts 

ِ  �� cُ  وَ  ( َB� ِ�ْ  xْا َ
  ¾َ� رِ دْ إِ  
َ
َ أْ َ� َ�  � K َy sِْ ا��ُ   ۞

َ
�رَ آ§َ  �اً )َ  (  َT ِّ� ِ4 ِ�  

and encompass with goodness, Ibn Idris, our Ahmad 

the follower of the footsteps of his grandfather18 always 


ْ cَ  وَ   َ( ِ Û ِm�  َو  َ< ْ
ِ  َ°َ اzَ وَ   �� َ� ُm  ۞   َ°َ ِ ��� >َ �b َ0ِ  ]رِ ا87  َ�  ْI َF ُg  ِ>ا َ? ِ�  

And his children19 and those who attended his gatherings 

Gatherings of light within them were founts of wisdom 

�كَ �َ رِ  #ْ Cَ اTْ  وَ   َc ْ
   َÃا ِّ�  ِ
�

fي ا[ْ ا َy َ0 َ�  ۞   ِrِ ْ% ِM ِm  ِ& ِP َy ِب�  ِ �ِ ?َ ا<ِ  وَ  ا��  

And grant Your pleasure on the grandfather20, the one known 

For memorizing the book of Allah and the Wisdom 


ْ cَ  وَ   ِ Ûَ( ِm�  َو  َc ْ
ُ  آلٍ  
َ

  �ِ %َ T ْCَ  آلِ  
ْ >ِ   ۞وا  �ُ y َ0َ ا[ْ  �
َ
   افٍ ¹َْ أ

ُ
 Ùِ وْ أ

َ
مِ �َ  9  

And his children and family that are known 

From the family of al-Ja’far, the nobles, possessing generosity 

 
18 Shaykh Ahmad ibn Idris was a descendent of the Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم 
19 Also means students\murids 
20 The shaykh is referring to his own grandfather, for whom he’s named, Salih al-Ja’fari 
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َ  ْ�ٍ y ْ�  َÕِِ ا�ْ  وَ 
َ

7 ِa � ْI َ�  َتِ �َ ا���  وَ  
َ

\  ۞   َ� ْX َW Qْ  َa َ� ْ� َI َو �  ُT ْ�  ِ ( 
ْ
&� َC ْ% ِ[  َو  ِ �ِ Cَ ا7ّ  

Grant us a good end when we die and do not 

Be angry with us but be generous with Your pardoning and blessings. 

 


